
Election integrity org set to release damning evidence of “organized crime” effort
to steal 2020 election

Description

A noted ballot integrity organization is preparing to release a wealth of documented video evidence
showing that there was an “organized crime” effort to steal the 2020 election for Joe Biden because the
hatred for President Trump’s “American First” policies enraged the countercultural deep state.

Catherine Engelbrecht of True the Vote and fellow researcher Gregg Phillips have been involved in
uncovering vote fraud and fighting for better election integrity for more than a decade, and the day after
the highly contentious and suspicious November 2020 election, they made an agreement.

“Catherine looked at me and said, ‘What are we going to do?’” Phillips recounted during a recent in-
depth video interview with Turning Point USA founder Charlie Kirk.

“I said, Let’s go,” Phillips recalled. “She said, Let’s go all in.”

In February, the organization produced a small sample of what they say is just the tip of the iceberg in
terms of evidence: Video of what appears to be a man engaged in ‘ballot box stuffing.’ The video
clearly shows a man producing several ballots, fanning them out in his hand and then taking a photo of
them before placing them in a ballot drop box. Engelbrecht and Phillips say that’s how ballot “mules”
got paid: They would then send the photos of ballots to paymasters because they were given a fee 
per ballot placed into drop boxes.

BREAKING! GEORGIA!? Video appears to show illegal ballot harvester in Gwinnett County
on Oct 12, 2020! He fans out ballots, takes a photo, & places them in the dropbox. It’s been
reported that illegal ballot harvesters were paid $10 per ballot, & had to show proof. 
@RealAmVoice pic.twitter.com/dEejRiSrX7

— Heather Mullins – Real America’s Voice (RAV-TV) (@TalkMullins) January 29, 2022

In the interview, Philips said he and Engelbrecht noted that the acts of stuffing ballot boxes in various
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parts of the country — mostly swing states — followed a consistent pattern, with every operation
featuring “a set of collectors, a collection point or stash house for all the ballots, the bundling of those
ballots, and then the casting of those ballots [in the drop boxes] by, what we were calling, ‘mules.’”

“And as we began putting the pieces and parts together, it really did dawn on us: ‘Well, this sounds like
what’s happening in Atlanta or in San Luis, Arizona’… This was a conspiracy, this was organized
crime,” he explained.

At one point, Engelbrecht discussed the “fateful moment” when she turned to Philips and asked, “How
do we take down a cartel?”

“That’s when we began to use the terms like stash houses, and drop points, and mules, and trafficking,
and voter abuse because that’s what we’re looking at,” she said — terms used by federal prosecutors
when they are pursuing organized crime investigations under existing RICO statutes.

A press release put out by the organization noted:

True the Vote spent $2 million to buy publicly available cell phone data that can pinpoint an individual’s 
location to within a few inches. They then narrowed their search to targets that began visiting drop 
boxes and NGO offices during the early voting weeks leading up to November 3rd, activity that was 
contrary to their prior “pattern of life.” In Georgia, the threshold was at least two dozen trips to drop 
boxes and five visits to a non-profit.

“This is how money laundering works,” Philips observed. “This is not just a one-off thing, this is not
some Democrat activist that really wanted Trump gone and might have had a couple friends do this.
This was a machine.”

Kirk asked which state saw the most trafficking activity.

“Pennsylvania. The worst in every way: 1,155 people met our criteria… in Philadelphia,” Phillips
responded.

“What’s even more insane is watching the data, watching the pings come across the bridge in New
Jersey and into Philly,” Englebrecht added, indicating that the traffickers crossed state lines in order to
allegedly commit ballot fraud.

Anyone who still believes that Joe Biden actually got 81 million votes without leaving his basement
much while Trump generated spontaneous boat and car parades and regularly packed venues is
kidding themselves.

And True the Vote is about to blow the lid off the entire operation to steal an election and ‘install’ the
most feeble president in our history.

Sources include:

CharlieKirk.com

LifeSiteNews.com
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